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THE POPE 
CARD FIVE OF THE TAROT 
 
The image of this card is deceptive. It suggests that one 
needs to be both a westerner and a member in the 
Roman Catholic tradition in order to understand it. That 
is partially true because it clearly picks the symbolic 
representations of one particular tradition to express its 
wisdom, but it would also be misleading to suggest that 
this only one example of a much larger sacred principle 
with multiple manifestations in other traditions.  
 
Each sacred tradition represents ultimate Truth in a 
provisional way dedicated to a particular place and its 
people as an accident of history. The Catholic Church 
in the West is one example and so it is used to illustrate 
something far deeper and more universal.  
 
The Pope, then, has been the identifiable figure of 
sacred authority in the western tradition of Christianity 
for centuries for many people. He is the guardian and 
teacher of the principles of Christianity as they have 
been interpreted from its point of view. But he is also 
an authentic representation of something far larger, 
however, than either just the West or Christianity.  
 
There is such a thing as sacred wisdom and its spiritual 
authority. There exist also keepers and teachers of that 
wisdom and its mysteries who act sacramentally as 
high priests on earth and whose understanding and 
authority are exerted over its sacramental distribution. 
In addition, there exists centers of spiritual authority 
where the mysterious wisdom of Spirit is kept and 
where its throne is set, and there are presences who sit 
upon those thrones to guide its considerable energies.  
Notice the sacred pillars and the colors in this temple of 
holy wisdom. Notice the multi-layered crown of 

understanding and consciousness upon the keeper’s 
head. Observe the staff of authority and its symbolic 
elements in the hands of the hierophant who is also 
the teacher at the heart of these sacramental elements 
and their representations.  
 
This card is pointing not to a dead but to a living 
tradition. The keeper of the holy wisdom leans 
forward, offering it to those who surrender to higher 
authority. He is dispensing blessing and anointing 
and making them capable of the wisdom they are 
about to receive. He is directing the practice of 
poverty, chastity and obedience among those (in this 
case monks) who are dedicated to the holy 
traditions. More importantly, perhaps, he is making 
faith, hope and charity available to all through his 
ministers.  
 
To understand the wisdom of this card of the Tarot 
properly, the truths of these symbols need to be 
interpreted personally and from an interior point of 
view. For each individual there exists a throne and a 
throne room in the sacred heart, and an inner teacher 
keeping its mysteries. For each individual sacred 
teaching is in readiness, with an anointing when the 
student is surrendered, prepared and willing. For 
each student there are also companions, for we are 
never alone, but surrounded by others and enclosed 
in sacred space.  
 
This is an inner reality which this particular card of 
the Tarot reveals, and which would certainly be 
symbolized in other ways within various sacred 
traditions accessing the same wisdom and its 
mysteries.  
 
 
 

visio divina 



A Place for Notes  
and for Journaling your Answers:   

Reflections on Image and Text:  
 
1. If you are familiar with them, think of how other 

sacred traditions might represent the Teacher of 
Wisdom, for example, the Masters of Sufism, the 
Tzadeks of Judaism, and the Gurus of Hinduism 
and Buddhism. Describe them if you can.  

2. Imagine the various ways that Yeshua has been 
represented outside of the western tradition of 
Catholicism. Which of these spiritual lineages do 
you feel are the most helpful to you? 

3. If you were to speak of the inner teacher within you, 
how would you describe it? What tradition would 
you use? Could you use any of the symbolism on 
this card of the Tarot to understand the work and 
functions of your inner Guide?  

4. There are two monks represented on this card 
bowing before the Pope. How do you understand 
them and their inner stance or readiness as they do 
so? 

5. How does the inner teacher interact with you? 
What have been the teachings you have received? 

6. Do you ever go to this inner sanctum in your heart 
and sit there in contemplation with your Teacher 
(the high-priest of your being) to receive blessing, 
understanding and anointing? Describe that 
experience.  

7. Who have been your outer companions along the 
way? How have they assisted you? 

8. In the reading poverty, chastity and obedience are 
said to be central to the wisdom of this card, as are 
faith, hope and love. What do you imagine to be the 
relationship between the three?  
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There are Twenty-two cards or images called the 
Major Arcana in the deck of Tarot cards. 
Valentin Tomberg uses each one of these to 
illustrate and illuminate the teachings of the 
ancient wisdom of Hermeticism. Both the Tarot 
and the Hermetic teaching are not in the 
mainstream of religious tradition as we 
understand them today, though they have played 
roles in the transmission of Christianity, 
Judaism, and Islam in the past. Valentin 
Tomberg, a Russian teacher form the Christian 
Orthodox and Catholic traditions, met with a 
group of scholars, teachers and wisdom seekers 
in the last century who helped bring this 
teaching forward an reinterpret it for us. 
Meditations on the Tarot: A Journey into 
Christian Hermeticism (1985) was the collected 
treasury of their work together.  
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            he mission of the post of the Pope is to take care that 
spiritual obedience, poverty and chastity—free and holy—do 
not disappear from the world and that there are always 
people in the world who embrace them and represent them.  
 
For these three practical vows constitute the preliminary 
condition for living faith, luminous hope and ardent love, i.e., 
for the spiritual respiration of humanity. Mankind would 
suffocate spiritually without faith, hope and love or charity. 
And it would be bereft of these if the practice of spiritual 
obedience, poverty and chastity—free and holy—were to 
cease.  
 

—Valintin Thomberg 
Meditations on the Tarot: A Journey into Christian Hermeticism 

NY: 1985 
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